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Inside this week’s edition…
The EUR Week - Bias is Bullish
- by Rachel Bex, p3-4
EUR/USD made decent gains throughout last week as the EU's Eur 750bln
recovery plan continued to boost the single currency, while a rise in broader risk
appetite had seen demand for the Usd peter out as countries across the globe
emerge from lockdown.
Euro Corp Comment: Issuers Enjoy Pricing Power at End of Busiest May on
Record - by Matthew Barrett, p5-6
Despite the last day of the month drawing a blank, we saw the largest May
issuance total on record this year with the jumbo EUR63.025bn dwarfing the
previous biggest of May 2016 (EUR44.2bn).

General Recovery in EM Stocks Has Scope to Persist, But May Still Lag
Developed Markets - by Natalie Rivett and Ed Blake, p7-9
The market mood has generally turned constructive - offering a period of healing
for risks assets - after the worst sell-off since the 2008-09 global financial crisis.
This is thanks to a combination of the wave of unprecedented stimulus
undertaken by central banks and governments to try and shore up their struggling
economies, as well as, more recently, efforts around the globe to ease stringent
lockdowns .
US Investment Grade: Expectations Exceeded
- by Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques, p10
A holiday-shortened week turned out to be better than expected with US highgrade bond volumes easily surpassing estimates.

China Insight: Messages From NPC Are Less Dovish Than Expected
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p11-12
Overall, Premier Li's remarks in the post-NPC press conference reflect central
government's intention to avoid being too dovish in the aftermath of COVID-19.

Know The Flows: US Bond Funds End May by Recording Biggest Inflow Since
1Q15 - by Cameron Brandt, p13
Investors, who yanked $445 billion out of EPFR-tracked Bond Funds during March,
ended May by committing the largest amount of fresh money to this fund group
in over three months. US Bond Funds fared particularly well…

BTP/Bund Spread – Narrowing Targets 159
- by Ed Blake, p15
Look for further narrowing to 159, below which re-opens the key 129/130 lows.
Reverse stance on a return above 220.

EUR/USD – Bulls Eye Return to March 1.1495 Peak
- by Andrew Dowdell, p16
Look to buy dips for a return to the March 1.1495 peak. Breach of 1.0934 stalls
the advance.
COMEX Copper – Downside Risk Whilst 253.20 Caps
- by Ed Blake, p17
Sell towards 253.20 in anticipation of a downtrend resumption targeting
221.70/213.55. Stop and reverse on a clearance of 263.95.
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The EUR Week - Bias is Bullish
By Rachel Bex, Senior Analyst

continued page 4
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The EUR Week – cont’d
Expected EUR/USD trading range: 1.1070-1.1230
EUR/USD made decent gains throughout last week as the EU's Eur 750bln recovery plan
continued to boost the single currency, while a rise in broader risk appetite had seen
demand for the Usd peter out as countries across the globe emerge from lockdown.

RISKS: Risk appetite may turn on its head should Trump detail this week exactly how the
US will being the process of stripping some of Hong Kong's privileged trade status, which
could in turn escalate the tensions between the US and China to threaten the recovery in
global equities. ECB meeting also comes with risks as detailed above.

That theme is continuing as the new week begins, helped in part by the above forecast
China Caixin Jun manufacturing PMI result overnight (now back above 50), while the fact
that Trump stopped short of specifying tough sanctions on China over a national security
law for HK has also provided some relief of sorts.

Techs note:
• Extends the broader recovery from 1.0636 (23 Mar low) to threaten 1.1163/67(30 Mar
high/61.8% of Mar's 1.1495-1.0636 fall)
• With studies improving, a clearance would then open 1.1237 (16 Mar high), perhaps
1.1292 (76.4% retrace)
• Only below former range highs in the 1.1018/1.0991 area would caution and expose
1.0934 (27 May low)

News that the EU may tax 70,000 companies for access to its market to help pay for its
recovery program has failed to impact much as yet, with specs instead focused on reports
that Greece will allow visitors from more countries from Jun 15, while Italy will permit
country wide travel from Jun 3.
Ahead, EZ manufacturing PMIs feature Monday morning, followed by that for services on
Wednesday.
The big event this week comes in the shape of the ECB meeting Thursday. The CB is
expected to top up its rescue program with an additional Eur 500bln of asset purchases.
Anything less than an expansion would be a "big shock", say Bloomberg.
Spain and German unemployment change feature Tuesday and Wednesday respectively,
along with EZ and Italian unemployment rates Wednesday. EMU April retail sales feature
Thursday, ahead of German factory orders and Spanish industrial output for April on
Friday.
NFPs also feature on Friday, and are forecast to show US unemployment soared to 19.6%
in May - the highest since the 1930’s.
Also in the US this week, jobless claims (Thursday) remain a big highlight given some 40
million claims have already been made since the lockdown started (about a quarter of the
US workforce). US May ISMs will also be eyed (manufacturing Monday, non-manufacturing
Wednesday).
Back to Index Page
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Euro Corp Comment: Issuers Enjoy Pricing Power at End of
Busiest May on Record
By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
Whilst the sterling corporate market is seeing supply at the end of the week courtesy of 3i
Group (20yr), we are devoid of euro activity on Friday – which coincides with a downturn in
broader sentiment as US/China tensions weigh and amid some profit taking at the end of a
positive week for stocks overall.
That leaves the weekly euro IG/split-rated corporate issuance at EUR10.775bn, marginally
short of the previous week's EUR11.65bn with Monday's UK Bank Holiday helping to keep a
lid on supply.
The year-to-date total for the asset class now stands at EUR240.12bn, which is an eyecatching 59.5% ahead of where we were at this stage in 2019.
And, despite the last day of the month drawing a blank, we saw the largest May issuance
total on record this year with the jumbo EUR63.025bn dwarfing the previous biggest of May
2016 (EUR44.2bn).
Last week's issuers found markets very receptive with them enjoying the tailwind of an
advancement in stocks during the first four days of the week with markets taking comfort
from gradual Covid-19 lockdown exits and reopening of economies.
Supply-hungry investors on the hunt for a return placed combined orders worth over
EUR41.4bn for the week's EUR10.775bn of paper, with the average cover ratio across the
thirteen tranches standing at 3.77x. That average rises considerably to almost 4x if you
exclude Tuesday's only issuer Aquafin whose sub-benchmark EUR125m saw demand last
communicated at EUR150m.

Standing out on the demand front was Siemens (EUR3.5bn 2/5/6yr three-part & GBP450m
3yr) whose second jumbo dual currency offering of 2020 saw orders worth EUR17.4bn and
GBP1.65bn.
Also finding markets receptive was Firmenich (EUR750m PNC5.25) which printed the first
euro hybrid since early Feb and the first since secondary spreads blew out amid the COVID19 pandemic.
continued page 6
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Euro Corp Comment – cont’d
The deal may pave the way for more potential issuance in the format having landed 62.5bps
inside IPTs on a book of over EUR4.4bn. However, it was notable that the borrower's final
yield of 3.875% was much lager than the 1.875% paid by similar-rated corp British
Telecommunications on its EUR500m no grow 60.5NC5.5 line in Feb.
With so much residual demand left, the fast pace of the corporate market is expected to
continue whilst the borrowers looking to still raise capital will also be encouraged by the
attractive pricing on offer.
Across last week's trades where fair value was derived, the average NIC actually came in
negative (-2.5bps) and the lowest since the w/e 17-Apr (-3.21bps).
Siemens and BASF both secured funding through their existing curve but it
was EssilorLuxottica that stood out with the NICs on its EUR3bn 4/6/8yr three-part issue
coming in between -5 and -10.
Looking ahead, and issuers have to contend with another European holiday at the start of
the week (Whit Monday), meaning the optimum issuance window is shrunk.

However, bankers we spoke to on Friday morning said they expect the market to hit the
ground running on Tuesday with a host looking to go having seen the strong reception for
last week's batch of trades.
More broadly, June is expected to also be active with more borrowers looking to hit the
market and raise debt to plug earnings gaps amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

Back to Index Page

Over the last three years, the month of June has averaged EUR35bn of EUR IG/split-rated
corporate supply with last year's EUR42.975bn marking the largest volume June on record.
Expectations are that we could go even bigger this year.
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General Recovery in EM Stocks Has Scope to Persist, But May
Still Lag Developed Markets
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst & Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst

continued page 8
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Emerging Markets – cont’d
Wave of stimulus & optimism over easing coronavirus restrictions aid global equity recovery
after a painful March
The market mood has generally turned constructive - offering a period of healing for risks assets after the worst sell-off since the 2008-09 global financial crisis in March. This is thanks to a
combination of the wave of unprecedented stimulus undertaken by central banks and
governments to try and shore up their struggling economies, as well as, more recently, efforts
around the globe to ease the stringent lockdowns that have severely hampered economic activity.
Global stocks have rallied as a result to leave the MSCI Emerging Markets Index rebounding ca.
20% from 4-year lows below 760 in March. However, the rebound in developed market stocks
has been even more pronounced, with the MSCI World Index having bounced in the region of
30% from its 4-year lows around 1600 in March (as highlighted in the dashboard). Whilst the
former staged its best monthly performance in 4-years in April, its developed market
counterpart advanced the most since 2009.

spurring activity whilst still curbing infections.
Key to sentiment will be how well major developed and emerging economies can navigate the
first tentative easing of lockdowns. To this, we note that Fitch recently warned the lifting of
restrictions to activity may, in fact, be a risk-off driver in some EM countries due to the fears
over a second wave of COVID-19 infections that may lead to a new round of virus containment
measures. However, markets are already taking a tentatively positive view of re-openings and it
is possible that investors may become increasingly willing to look through the economic data to
better times ahead.

In fact, some analysts have already started to do so, with considerations turning to which
Emerging Market regions/country specific assets have the scope to outperform in the coming
months, once the coronavirus crisis stabilises. The likes of Russian and Brazilian assets appear a
popular recommendation thanks to strong fundamentals, with moderate levels of external debt
and healthy reserves standing out in a near broad EM environment of recession, debt distress
and fiscal imbalances.

...recovery, albeit not without bouts of risk aversion
EM equity fund flows highlight continued investor caution, reluctance for diversification
The generally calmer backdrop has, however, not been without bouts of risk aversion as data
from across the globe has provided further insight into the depth of the damage the coronavirus
has wreaked on global economies and more recently, the flare-up in US-China tensions following Beijing's announcement of plans to impose a national security law on Hong Kong caused a wobble in risk appetite.
Investors have been mindful that the worst is yet to come with regards to the economic data
and the IMF is now predicting a global contraction of 3% for 2020 - unparalleled since the Great
Depression of the 1930s - in a sharp turnaround from a growth forecast of 3.3% earlier this year.
Yet worst-case scenarios can potentially be avoided the sooner economies return to some form
of normalcy, although the challenge moving forward is to find the right balance between

Back to Index Page

On the fund flows front, it is evident from EPFR tracked data that investors have not yet adopted
a broadly positive view of Emerging Market equities. Indeed, the ytd cumulative net outflow
streak from EM equity funds in place since March extended to more than USD30bn in the third
week of May, or 2.8% in AUM terms (see dashboard), with recession forecasts, debt dynamics at
the national and corporate levels and the outlook for commodity prices to name a few factors
likely driving investors to cut their exposure. Net outflows from EM bond funds have been even
greater, topping USD41bn on a cumulative ytd basis, or 8.4% in AUM terms, although have
shown signs of stabilising in recent weeks thanks to global monetary stimulus efforts.
continued page 9
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Emerging Markets – cont’d
In a reversal of fortunes from earlier in the year, EM cumulative fund flows for bonds and equities
have also been underperforming their developed market counterparts for a number of weeks.
Moreover, in terms of EM equity funds, all of the four major regional groups recorded an increase
in net outflows on a cumulative ytd basis, into the third week of May, with the GEM Equity funds
experiencing the heaviest redemptions in cash terms - and only slightly exceeded by EMEA equity
funds in flows as a percentage of AUM terms (see dashboard) Thus, highlighting a continued
reluctance for diversification among EM equity investors.
EM stocks have room to extend recovery, but expected to continue lagging developed market
peers
However, it could be argued that EM markets are generally pricing in a high degree of the recent
shock and have room to broadly recover in a continuation of the current environment.
For rallies in EM stocks and riskier assets to be sustained beyond the near-term, governments
need to prove successful in easing economies out of lockdown in the coming weeks to avoid
triggering any fresh medical concerns, whilst much also depends on the state of US-China
relations which have the potential to threaten the phase one trade agreement. The markets have
shown they are willing to shrug off these lingering geopolitical risks in the absence of any further
escalation in tensions between the two superpowers, although there now seems to be the risk of
US sanctions on China, which could stir up volatility.
We note a recent prediction from Goldman Sachs that the MSCI Emerging Markets Index will
return 9.9% in the next 12-months if global risk appetite improves and we recently suggested the
index could push on to test levels above the 1,000 mark in the coming weeks if supportive
conditions persist. However, that is not to say the general recovery in EM stocks will turn to
outpace that of developed market equities any time soon.
With developed markets having led the recent charge in this asset class, the MSCI EM/World
Index ratio has posted new lows since late 2004 below 0.44 in recent sessions, in an extension of
its long-term downtrend and according to our technical analysis, there is scope for continued
weakness, with a view to 0.417 and potentially the June 2004 low of 0.394. Only above the 1st
May high of 0.457 would avert. See the following for more detail:
Back to Index Page

• Extended the long-term downtrend via 0.497 (12 March spike high) to post new 15-3/4yr lows
under 0.442 (24 April/8 May lows)
• Deteriorating multi-timeframe studies suggest continued ratio weakness targeting 0.417 (11
August 2004 higher low, near equality of 0.577/0.465 fall from 0.529)

• Sustained ratio weakness would then expose 0.408 (14 July 2004 low, near 76.4% retrace of
0.245/0.928 rally), perhaps 0.394 (2004 low - 16 June)
• Only above the 0.457 (1 May) lower high) would offer relief back towards 0.497
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US Investment Grade: Expectations Exceeded
By Shankar Ramakrishnan and Ken Jaques
A holiday-shortened week turned out to be better than expected with US high-grade bond
volumes easily surpassing estimates. The solid issuance and investment interest seen in the
high-grade market since the Fed announced its liquidity backstop in late March is very much
intact and likely to prompt another decent rush of supply in the coming week and month.

Ex-SSA volumes for last week, with the addition of a small trade on Friday, have now moved
to $39.280bln. The month of May's tally stands at $248.590bln while the year to date
numbers are already above the lowest estimates for the year at $1.037trln.

The spur to this type of issuance and debt investment was the Fed's liquidity backstop which
has not been a whole lot. As of the week ended May 27, the Fed's secondary market
corporate credit facility – partially opened for business on May 12 - purchased $1.2bn of
ETFs that took their total holdings to $3bln, according to CreditSights. The Fed is expected to
buy individual bonds from eligible issuers through the SMCCF and primary market CCF “in
the near future".

Market estimates for the coming week range anywhere between $25bln to $50bln and for
June it is in the $90-140bln area, both solid numbers that reflect expectations of a busy next
week but then a relatively slower period for the rest of the month. Over the past decade,
June, not known for prolific issuance, ranks as the tenth busiest month of the year,
averaging a mere $74.214bln in ex-SSA issuance. Whereas monthly ex-SSA issuance volume
has averaged $90bln over the past 10 years, year-to-date, monthly issuance has averaged
$207bln. That's why June’s average estimate of $115.6bln seems like a return to relative
normal.

Back to Index Page

Still if the higher end of those ranges were achieved, the year to date volumes would be
about just $60bln away from exceeding the highest estimates for the whole year – that's
how frenetic this debt borrowing phase has been.

With expectations of $1.2-$1.3trln in volumes for the year, some slowing of supply during
the summer month is to be expected. But with conditions as solid as they are, or have been,
it is fair to assume that companies would grab any opportunity to issue debt now rather
than wait for later this year where more uncertainty awaits with the US elections, and the
threat of a second round of virus infections.

Barclays' credit strategists in a report on Friday analyzed the current valuations by exposure
to COVID-19-related measures and company size and found “spreads are implying too low a
probability of a second wave of virus infections.“

As of Thursday, the average high-grade spread was at 187bp which is 47bp tighter from a
month earlier and 11bp inside levels reached a week earlier. The secondary performance of
new issues done earlier last week have been strong with many tranches trading 8bp-10bp
tighter than new issue.
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China Insight: Messages From NPC Are Less Dovish Than
Expected
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
The NPC ended on Thursday (28 May). In the post-NPC press conference, Premier Li Keqiang
gave a couple of remarks:
• China will not hesitate to loosen policy more if needed. The focus of the policy loosening is
not on infrastructure but on consumption. It's worth noting that Premier Li, unlike in the
past, this time didn't say he would maintain ample liquidity in the financial system.
• Premier Li Keqiang did not agree with the market's statement that the planned policy
package is not strong enough. He said the magnitude of the policy package is reasonable,
indicating low possibility of aggressive stimulus in the near term.
Overall, Premier Li's remarks reflect central government's intention to avoid being too dovish in
the aftermath of COVID-19.
In our view, sustained inflation pressure is one of the constraints keeping central government
from pursuing very strong stimulus.
Another constraint is the leverage. We expect the increase in leverage this year will be a
different kind of credit boom to the post the 2008 global financial crisis period. Data suggests
that corporate debt peaked at 140% of GDP at end-2016, and fell to 123% at end-2019 (chart 1).
For 2020, we expect the increase in leverage to be mainly driven by the public sector, a
continuation of the trend we have been seeing over the past few years. In aggregate, we expect
total non-financial debt to rise by 13.5% in 2020, compared with around 10% last year, and nonfinancial debt/GDP ratio to rise to about 290% by the end of 2020 from 264% at the end of
2019.
continued page 12
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China Insight – cont’d
The China bond market was quite disappointed by the messages released from the NPC. Both
interbank repo rates and CGB yields (chart 2 and chart 3) were going upward while the NPC was
underway.

Be mindful that liquidity was usually tight in June. If this seasonality repeats again this year, we
will likely see more upticks in bond yields over the next 3-4 weeks.

Back to Index Page
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Know The Flows: US Bond Funds End May by Recording
Biggest Inflow Since 1Q15
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
Investors, who yanked $445 billion out of EPFR-tracked Bond Funds during March, ended May by
committing the largest amount of fresh money to this fund group in over three months. US Bond
Funds fared particularly well, posting their biggest inflow since the fifth week of 2015 when an
escalating civil war in the Ukraine and Greece’s harder line with Eurozone creditors triggered a
flight to safer fixed income groups.
With Sino-US tensions climbing several notches over China’s push for a new security law
increasing its direct control of Hong Kong, investors continued to shy away from Emerging
Markets Equity Funds during late May and pulled money from Europe Equity Funds for the 12th
time in the past 14 weeks.
Overall, the week ending May 27 saw a net $20.2 billion flow into EPFR-tracked Bond Funds while
Alternative Funds absorbed $330 million, Equity Funds $3.7 billion and Money Market Funds $8.4
billion. Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG)
mandates accounted for the bulk of the headline number for all Equity Funds.
Year-to-date the two top performing Equity Funds are leveraged funds dedicated to a single
company, up 91% and 71% respectively. Four of the five best performing Bond Funds are
leveraged bull funds with long term US sovereign debt mandates.
At the single country and asset class fund levels, redemptions from Italy and France Bond Funds
hit eight and 14-week highs respectively, Brazil and Korea Equity Funds posted their ninth
consecutive outflows and flows into Turkey Equity Funds hit a 17-week high. Bank Loan Funds
recorded their first weekly inflow since early February and High Yield Bond Funds their third
largest inflow on record.

Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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Technical Analysis
IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts
constantly look for interesting patterns in
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BTP/Bund Spread – Narrowing Targets 159
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Narrows from 263 (21 April reaction high) to post new two-month lows under 190 (2 April
low)

•

Deteriorating daily studies suggest an initial downside extension through 170 (200DMA) to
159 (26 March low)

•

Sustained narrowing would then expose the 2020 base at 130 (posted 12/13 February)

•

Only back above 220 (28 April former low) would offer relief back towards 248/263 (former
is 6 May high)

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look for further narrowing to 159, below which re-opens the key 129/130 lows. Reverse stance
on a return above 220

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

287
279
263
248
220

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

170
159
130
114
92

Resistance Levels
2019 matching peaks – 8 February and 31 May
2020 peak - 17 March, near 76.4% retracement of 327/129 narrowing
21 April 2020 reaction high
6 May 2020 minor lower high
28 April 2020 former low, near 21 May 2020 high at 211
Support Levels
200 day moving average
26 March 2020 reaction low
2020 base – 12/13 February
2018 base – 24 April
2 December 2015 higher low
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EUR/USD – Bulls Eye Return to March 1.1495 Peak
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Breaking above the 200-Day MA, as the market resolves higher from an approx. 2-month base
• MACD is back in positive territory and starting to trend higher

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy dips for a return to the March 1.1495 peak. Breach of 1.0934 stalls the advance.
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.1570
1.1495
1.1367
1.1237
1.1167

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.1018
1.0934
1.0871
1.0767
1.0727

Resistance Levels
10 January 2019 high
9 March 2020 high
11 March 2020 high
16 March 2020 high
61.8% of 1.1495-1.0636 fall, near the 30 March 2020 high at 1.1163
Support Levels
1 May 2020 high, near the 15 April 2020 high at 1.0991
27 May 2020 low
25 May 2020 low
7 May 2020 low
24 April 2020 low
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COMEX Copper – Downside Risk Whilst 253.20 Caps
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Recovery momentum from 197.25 (19 March, 50-month low) has slowed prompting tests
of ten-week rising channel support

•

While any further gains are capped by 253.20/256.00, potential builds for the 2¼ year
downtrend to resume

•

Weak long-term studies concur and below 228.40/221.70 (4 May/21 April lows) suggests a
return towards 197.25

•

Bulls need a sustained break of 253.20/256.00 and then 263.95 to negate the bear threat
and re-open 288.60

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell towards 253.20 in anticipation of a downtrend resumption targeting 221.70/213.55. Stop and
reverse on a clearance of 263.95
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

288.60
275.95
263.95
253.20
246.80

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

228.40
221.70
213.55
197.25
193.55

Resistance Levels
2020 peak - 16 January
3 January 2020 former low
18 February 2020 lower high, near 76.4% retracement of 288.60/197.25 fall at 267.05
13 March 2020 high, near 61.8% retrace of 288.60/197.25 fall at 253.70 & 200DMA at 255.90
21 May 2020 high, near a 6½ week rising trendline
Support Levels
4 May 2020 low, near 14 May 2020 low at 231.40 and the 50 DMA at 230.65
21 April 2020 higher low
30 March 2020 higher low
2020 low - 19 March
2016 low - 19 January
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
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